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ABSTRACT

Mobility load balancing (MLB) redistributes the traffic load across the networks to improve the spectrum utilisation. This
paper proposes a self-organising cluster-based cooperative load balancing scheme to overcome the problems faced by
MLB. The proposed scheme is composed of a cell clustering stage and a cooperative traffic shifting stage. In the cell
clustering stage, a user-vote model is proposed to address the virtual partner problem. In the cooperative traffic shifting
stage, both inter-cluster and intra-cluster cooperations are developed. A relative load response model is designed as the
inter-cluster cooperation mechanism to mitigate the aggravating load problem. Within each cluster, a traffic offloading
optimisation algorithm is designed to reduce the hot-spot cell’s load and also to minimise its partners’ average call block-
ing probability. Simulation results show that the user-vote-assisted clustering algorithm can select two suitable partners
to effectively reduce call blocking probability and decrease the number of handover offset adjustments. The relative load
response model can address public partner being heavily loaded through cooperation between clusters. The effectiveness
of the traffic offloading optimisation algorithm is both mathematically proven and validated by simulation. Results show
that the performance of the proposed cluster-based cooperative load balancing scheme outperforms the conventional MLB.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
cellular networks can experience random, time-varying and
uneven traffic distribution because of high service vari-
ety and user mobility [1–4]. To deal with these chal-
lenges, various load balancing (LB) schemes have been
drawn into attention from academia and industry [5–18].
LB schemes can be generally categorised into channel bor-
rowing schemes and traffic shifting schemes. In channel
borrowing schemes, for example, simple borrowing [6] and
channel borrowing without locking [7], a hot-spot cell can
borrow the idle spectrum from less-loaded neighbouring
cells. This type of scheme is more suitable for cellular
networks, which pre-allocate different frequency spectrum

†Parts of content in this journal paper were published in IEEE

PIMRC2011 [20] and European Wireless 2012 [21].

to neighbouring cells [1,7]. In traffic shifting schemes, a
hot-spot cell offloads the traffic to its less-loaded neigh-
bouring cells [8–18]. In OFDMA networks, for exam-
ple, Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced, their
neighbouring cells share the co-channel spectrum [2,3],
and they leave little space for channel borrowing. Hence,
traffic shifting schemes are more suitable for OFDMA cel-
lular networks. Mobility LB (MLB) is an effective method
employed by 3GPP to distribute cell load evenly among
cells or to transfer part of the traffic from hot-spot cells.
This is performed by the means of self-optimisation of
handover actions [2]. MLB consists of two stages: The
hot-spot cell selects less-loaded neighbouring cells as part-
ners, and then, it calculates the required shifting traffic
and adjusts cell-specific handover offset (HOoff / towards
each partner. HOoff enlarges the handover region from the
hot-spot cell to the partner. Hence, the cell edge users
who satisfy the handover condition will be handed over to
its partners. Because the traffic shifting direction is from
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Figure 1. Virtual partner problem and aggravating load problem: (a) virtual partner problem and (b) aggravating load problem.

a hot-spot base station (BS) to each of its partners cells,
the MLB schemes in [8–12] calculate the required shifting
traffic and adjust the HOoff , according to the load differ-
ence between the hot-spot BS and its partner. Specifically,
in [8], a hot-spot BS selects all lightly loaded neighbouring
cells as partners and then calculates the theoretical HOoff
of each partner on the basis of their load differences. The
authors of [9] further researched the precise HOoff adjust-
ment, in which a hot-spot BS gradually adjusts HOoff with
a fixed step-size until the handover users meet the required
shifting traffic. In [10], the adaptive step-size-based precise
HOoff adjustment is designed, to rapidly reach the required
shifting traffic. Similarly, the authors of [11] designed a
utility function-based adaptive step-size HOoff adjustment.
The utility function keeps large offset step-size under large
load difference between the hot-spot BS and its partners.
In [12], a hot-spot BS selects the lowest load neighbouring
cell as the partner, and then, the BS gradually adjusts HOoff
and measures the shifting users until the two cells reach the
same load.

As investigated by [19], MLB consumes system sig-
nalling load and may result in ping-pong handover and
frequent handover. To reduce the number of handovers
introduced by frequent traffic shifting, the authors of [13]
adopted a lock mechanism to guarantee that a lightly
loaded cell can only receive the traffic from only one hot-
spot cell at a time. Similarly, the authors of [15] designed
an MLB penalty factor to reduce the probability of trig-
gering handover. The authors of [16] researched the urban
mobility models of buses and pedestrians. Furthermore,
they employed a fuzzy logic controller to adjust HOoff
and reduce frequent handover in urban simulation scenar-
ios. To mitigate handover failure, the authors of [17,18]
designed the load increment estimation-based shifting traf-
fic mechanism, in which a hot-spot cell estimates the part-
ner’s load increase introduced by the users it shifted. This
mechanism can address shifting a large amount of traffic to
the partner.

The first stage of MLB is partner selection. Neighbour-
ing cells with similar load may have different capabilities
of serving the shifting users because of users’ random

location and channel condition. The neighbouring cell’s
load is a widely used criterion for partner selection; how-
ever, this metric cannot differentiate a virtual partner. As
shown in Figure 1(a), a heavily loaded BS1 intends to shift
traffic out. By applying the load criterion, both BS5 and
BS6 appear to be possible partners with the same priorities
as they have similar load. However, BS5 is more suitable,
whereas BS6 is a virtual partner because BS6 is far from
UserA and UserB and cannot effectively serve them.

When multiple hot-spot BSs shift traffic to one part-
ner, this partner becomes a public partner (PP). Without
the coordination of hot-spot BSs, their traffic may result
in the PP being heavily loaded. As shown in Figure 1(b),
BS5 is the PP of both BS1 and BS9. The moderate shift-
ing traffic from each BS can result in heavily loaded BS5.
In this paper, the phenomenon of heavily loaded PP is
called the aggravating load problem. To our knowledge,
MLB schemes in [8–12,16] did not analyse the coordina-
tion of multiple hot-spot cells’ traffic shifting towards one
PP. The load increment estimation-based shifting traffic
mechanism in [17,18] can mitigate the non-public partner
(NP; receiving traffic from one hot-spot BS) being heavily
loaded, although it did not analyse the load increase under
PP scenario. Because, in distributed control LTE/LTE-
Advanced networks, the hot-spot cell cannot estimate the
shifting traffic from other hot-spot cells to their PPs, PPs
might suffer the aggravating load problem. In [13], a lightly
loaded cell can receive traffic from only one hot-spot cell at
a time. This mechanism avoids the appearance of a heav-
ily loaded PP at the expense of reduced resource utilisation
because other hot-spot cells lose the traffic shifting oppor-
tunity even though this lightly loaded cell has sufficient idle
spectrum to assist other cells.

This paper proposes a self-organising cluster-based
cooperative LB scheme that consists of a clustering stage
and a cooperative traffic shifting stage. Its aim is to redis-
tribute the traffic among cells and to deal with both the
virtual partner problem and the aggravating load problem.

In the clustering stage, after a hot-spot cell identifies
itself as a cluster head, the cluster head employs the
user-vote model to consider its users’ channel condition
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received from neighbouring cells. On the basis of both the
user-vote model and the neighbouring cell’s load, the clus-
ter head selects partners to construct its cluster. Hence, the
user-vote-assisted clustering more effectively selects part-
ners and deals with the virtual partner problem, compared
with the load-based partner selection.

The cooperative traffic shifting stage researches both
inter-cluster cooperation and intra-cluster cooperation.
Because multiple cluster heads may select a PP, in the
inter-cluster cooperation, the PP analyses their traffic shift-
ing requests and then responds with its relative load
towards each cluster head. Within a cluster, the clus-
ter head’s shifting traffic will increase its partners’ load
and call blocking probabilities. Hence, the cluster head
employs the Lagrange multiplier method and the Erlang
loss model to optimise its shifting traffic to each partner,
to minimise partners’ average call blocking probability. In
addition, on the basis of the PP’s relative load, each clus-
ter head estimates its maximum allowed shifting traffic to
the PP, thus addressing the aggravating load problem. In
our previous work [20,21], the user-vote model and the
basic idea of relative load were introduced. In this paper,
our previous work is extended, and we propose a novel
traffic offloading optimisation algorithm. The proposed
algorithm employs Erlang loss model, Lagrange multi-
plier method and Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions
to analyse and minimise partners’ average call blocking
probability in the LB cluster. The cluster head also esti-
mates its maximum allowed shifting traffic to each PP on
the basis of PP’s relative load. According to the optimiza-
tion solution and maximum allowed shifting traffic to each
PP, the intra-cluster shifting traffic formulas are designed.
The traffic offloading optimisation algorithm can minimise
partners’ average call blocking probability and address the
aggravating load problem. Also, in this paper, the rela-
tive load response model (RLRM) is analysed compre-
hensively, including new performance indicator and more
reference schemes in simulation, the signalling load and
the complexity analysis.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2
discusses the system model. Section 3 develops the user-
vote-assisted clustering. Section 4 develops the cooperative
traffic shifting. Sections 5 and 6 present the simulation
analysis and conclusions, respectively.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

An example of the cluster structure is illustrated in
Figure 2, where the OFDMA cellular networks suffer an
unbalanced load distribution and two clusters are con-
structed for LB. The hot-spot cell is defined as the cluster
head, and partners are a subset of its neighbouring cells.
Partners can be classified into two types: A PP receives
traffic from multiple hot-spot cells; an NP receives traf-
fic from only one hot-spot cell. Therefore, each cluster is
composed of one cluster head and one or more PPs/NPs.

For a more general system model, this paper assumes
that the hot-spot BSh has I neighbouring BSs and BSh
serves K active users. After the clustering stage, there
are H cluster heads, which are BSh and BSj .j 2

f1; 2: : :H g; j ¤ h/, requesting to shift their traffic to
the PP p. In addition, the cluster head BSh has N NPs
indexed with n .n 2 f1; 2: : :N g/ and P PPs indexed with
p .p 2 f1; 2: : :P g/. The definitions and system parameters
are as follows:

M W Total number of subcarriers in each cell.
Mh W Mean number of subcarriers in use in BSh,

during the load measurement period.
L W Each BS’s actual load. L is defined as the ratio

of the number of subcarriers in use to its total
subcarriers M , 0% � L � 100%, for example,
the actual load of BShLh DMh=M [22].

LHL W Threshold of heavy load/hot-spot. A BS is heavy
load/hot-spot when its actual load goes above
LHL. (This simulator sets LHL D 70%. Under
25 physical resource blocks, the call blocking
probability of 70% � 25Erlang is 2%, according
to Erlang loss model [23,24]).

BSi W Neighbouring BSi . This paper assumes that BSh
has I neighbours indexed with i .i 2 f1: : :I g/.

Uk W User k. This paper assumes BSh has K active
users indexed with k .k 2 f1: : :Kg/.

SINRest
k;i
W Signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) estima-

tion of Uk towards BSi .
SINRk;h W Serving SINR of Uk in BSh:
Vk;i W Vote of Uk towards neighbouring BSi :
p W Index of PPs, p 2 f1: : :P g. PPp denotes public

partner p.

Figure 2. Example of two clusters and cluster structure.
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n W Index of NPs, n 2 f1: : :N g. NPn denotes
non-public partner n.

h; j W Index of cluster heads. PPp receives traffic from
H cluster heads (BSh and BSj .j 2 f1::H g;
j ¤ h/).

Ln W Actual load of NPn (non-public partner n).
Lp W Actual load of PPp (public partner p).
Rp;h W PPp’s relative load corresponding to the cluster

head BSh.
QRp;h W PPp’s relative load, after receiving the traffic

from the cluster head BSh.
QLn W NPn’s actual load, after receiving traffic from

BSh.
QLpars W Average load of BSh’s partners, after receiving

traffic from BSh.
QBn W NPn’s call blocking probability, after receiving

traffic from BSh.
QBp;h W PPp’s call blocking probability, after receiving

traffic from BSh.
M thr
p W The receiving traffic threshold of PPp .

M LB
p;h
W PPp’s LB subcarriers for receiving BSh’s

traffic.

3. USER-VOTE-ASSISTED
CLUSTERING

This section develops user-vote-assisted clustering. Its
objective is to group a small number of neighbouring
cells as partners to balance load, and to avoid the virtual
partner problem.

3.1. User-vote model

Figure 3(a) shows the cluster head self-discovery mecha-
nism. BSh discovers itself as a cluster head, when its actual
load Lh exceeds the threshold of heavy load LHL, and Lh
holds this condition for longer than the critical time Tcrit.

Tcrit provides hysteresis and helps avoid an incorrect clus-
ter head diagnosis, triggering the cluster construction. The
simulator of Section 5 sets Tcrit D 5000ms [25].

After the cluster head self-discovery, the cluster head
employs the user-vote model to construct its cluster. The
user-vote model is shown in Figure 3(b). Assume that the
cluster head BSh has I neighbouring BSs indexed with
i .i 2 f1: : :I g/ and BSh has K active users indexed with
k .k 2 f1: : :Kg/. Uk estimates its SINR from neigh-
bouring BSi as SINRest

k;i
, and Uk calculates its vote of

neighbouring BSi , as Vk;i . Then, Uk reports two neigh-
bouring BSs with the largest non-zero vote Vk;i to the
cluster head.

SINR estimation
Uk estimates its worst SINR from neighbouring

BSi , on the basis of the reference signal received
power (RSRP). In OFDMA networks, the high cell
capacity requires the full frequency reuse [2,4].
Hence, all neighbouring BSs are likely to use the
co-channel subcarriers of Uk for transmission at the
same time, which induces the inter-cell interference.
In addition, the precise SINR estimation is diffi-
cult because Uk’s allocated subcarriers by BSi are
time-varying, on the basis of the channel condition.
Therefore, Uk estimates its worst SINR from BSi
by using Equation (1). SINRest

k;i
reflects the potential

data rate after Uk is shifted.

SINRest
k;i
D

RSRPk;i

RSRPk;hC
PI
NiD1;Ni¤i

RSRPk;Ni
(1)

where
PI
NiD1;Ni¤i

RSRPk;Ni is from other neighbour-

ing BSs. RSRPk;i and RSRPk;h are from the voting
target BSi and the cluster head BSh, respectively. In
Equation (1), the noise is negligible compared with
the interference.
Vote calculation and vote report

On the basis of SINRest
k;i

and the serving SINRk;h
from BSh, Uk calculates its vote as Vk;i by using

Figure 3. User-vote-assisted clustering diagram: (a) cluster head self-discovery and (b) user-vote model.
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Equation (2). Vk;i indicates Uk’s probability of
being offloaded to BSi , reflecting its satisfaction
degree to BSi

Vk;i D

8̂̂̂
<
ˆ̂̂:
1 SINRest

k;i
�

SINRk;h
�

Qstep � Floor

 
SINRest

k;i

SINRk;h=�
�

1

Qstep
C 0:5

!
SINRest

k;i
<

SINRk;h
�

(2)

where � D 4 to obtain an appropriate thresh-
old to assist Uk to calculate its vote to BSi . It is

because SINRest
k;i
�

SINRk;h
4 can identify cell edge

users, and that � D 4 is a suitable value analysed
in Appendix A.

� For the users with SINRest
k;i
�

SINRk;h
� , they

are located at the cell edge of BSh-to-BSi , and
BSi can serve them with a satisfactory data
rate. Hence, they vote for BSi with full vote
Vk;i D 1.

� For the users with SINRest
k;i

<
SINRk;h
� , Vk;i is

based on the ratio of SINRest
k;i

to SINRk;h
� .

In Equation (2),
SINRest

k;i

SINRk;h=�
is converted to a discrete

Vk;i value by the quantization step Qstep and the Floor-
function, for example, Vk;i 2 f0; 0:1; 0:2: : :0:9; 1:0g under
Qstep D 0:1.
Uk only reports the vote for the two neighbouring BSs

with the largest non-zero Vk;i to the cluster head. Since
in most cases, Uk is near to two neighbouring BSs, and
Uk can be shifted to two neighbouring BSs at most. The
non-zero constraint avoids the users, which are very near
to BSh, reporting.

3.2. Partner selection

On the basis of the vote report of its users, the cluster
head calculates the total votes of neighbouring BSi asPK
kD1 Vk;i .

PK
kD1 Vk;i reflects the traffic shifting capa-

bility of BSi , affected by users’ channel condition. The
higher the value, the more users can shift traffic to BSi .

The cluster head also considers the actual load, which
reflects the idle subcarriers of neighbouring BSi to serve
the shifting users. Therefore, BSh exchanges the informa-
tion of actual load with its neighbouring BSs. This process
can be implemented over the X2 interface in LTE [26]. The
cluster head considers vote and actual load and calculates
the selection priority of BSi as

Pri D

PK
kD1 Vk;i

K
C .1�Li / i 2 f1 : : : I g (3)

where Li is the actual load of BSi and K is the total num-
ber of active users in the cluster head. The denominator K

guarantees that the range of total votes is from 0 to 1, which
is the same as the actual load .0 � Li � 1/. Therefore, the
factor of actual load and the factor of users’ vote have the
same weight in Equation (3).

The cluster head also employs two filters to further
improve the efficiency of the clustering. The vote filter is
to avoid selecting a neighbouring BS, which has no user
from the cluster head located at its edge, as shown in
Equation (4). The load filter is to avoid selecting a heavily
loaded BS, as shown in Equation (5).

Vote filter: Max
k2f1:::Kg

Vk;i D 1 i 2 f1: : :I g (4)

Load filter: Li < LHL i 2 f1: : :I g (5)

where LHL is the threshold of heavy load. In the last
step of clustering, the cluster head finds all neighbouring
BSs meeting the filters in Equations (4) and (5). Then,
the cluster head sorts these neighbouring BSs in descend-
ing order, according to their priorities in Equation (3).
It continuously selects the highest priority neighbouring
BS as cluster’s partner in sequence, until the number of
partners in the cluster is larger than the maximum clus-
ter size. (Section 5.1 researches the appropriate cluster
size via simulation analysis.) Then, the cluster head sends
a cluster construction request to the selected neighbour-
ing BSs. The clustering algorithm is finished after their
confirmation message.

After the cluster construction, the cluster head shifts
traffic to its partners, and this stage is developed in
Section 4. After traffic shifting, the cluster head sends the
leave request to all partners within its cluster. The cluster
will be dismissed after partners respond to leave.

3.3. Signalling load and complexity

This subsection analyses the signalling load and com-
putational complexity of the user-vote-assisted clustering
algorithm. First, users’ SINR estimation is purely based
on RSRP, which is available for existing resource man-
agement functions such as cell selection, and does not
require extra measurements. Second, the vote report pro-
cess consumes the signalling load of air interface. To
slightly increase the signalling load, the actual SINR ratio
in Equation (2) is converted to the discrete vote Vk;i . In
addition, each user only reports its vote of two neighbour-
ing BSs with the largest non-zero vote, rather than report-
ing all neighbouring BSs’ vote. Third, the cluster head
sends/responds clustering request with partners via cell-
to-cell communication. This process consumes the similar
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signalling load as the partner request/response process in
conventional MLB schemes [8–18].

The complexity of each user calculating the vote of all
neighbouring BSs is I � O.I/; the complexity of report-
ing the two largest Vk;i neighbouring BSs is O.2I � 3/.
Hence, the complexity of the user-vote model is K � I �
O.I/CK �O.2I � 3/. In the partner selection step, the
complexity of priority calculation and the filters of each
neighbouring BS are O.K/ and O.K/ C O.1/, respec-
tively. Hence, the complexity of the partner selection is
I �2�O.K/CI �O.1/. Therefore, its overall complexity
isK�I �O.I/CK�O.2I �3/C2I �O.K/CI �O.1/.
Because of the user-vote model, the complexity is higher
than load-based partner selection. For example, the com-
plexity of partner selection in [8,9] is I �O.1/, that in [12]
is O.I/, and that in [13,14] is I �O.1/CO.I/.

4. COOPERATIVE TRAFFIC
SHIFTING

After clustering, the cluster head is associated with one
or more partner cells. Section 4 presents the cooperative
traffic shifting algorithm. Its aim is effectively shifting
the cluster head’s traffic to deal with the aggravating load
problem, as well as minimising the partners’ call blocking
probabilities. Figure 4 shows its process under the clus-
ters structure of Figure 2. The PP analyses traffic shifting
requests of multiple cluster heads and replies to each clus-
ter head with its cluster-specific relative load, thus miti-
gating the aggravating load problem. Meanwhile, the NP
replies its actual load to the dedicated cluster head. Then,
the cluster head employs the traffic offloading optimisation
algorithm to calculate the shifting traffic to each partner,
to minimise partners’ average call blocking probability.
On the basis of the required shifting traffic, the cluster
head adjusts HOoff to offload users. This stage includes
inter-cluster coordination and intra-cluster cooperation.

4.1. Inter-cluster cooperation: relative load
response model

Relative load response model is the key to inter-cluster
cooperation, which assists the PP to coordinate multiple
clusters’ traffic shifting requests and to address the aggra-
vating load problem. Its basic idea is that the PP analyses
its threshold of idle spectrum for receiving traffic. Then,
it pre-allocates the idle spectrum to each cluster head’s
shifting traffic. Finally, the PP calculates its cluster-specific
relative load and reports to the corresponding cluster head.
On the basis of the relative load, each cluster can shift
an appropriate amount of traffic, thus avoiding the PP
becoming heavily loaded.

PP’s LB spectrum analysis
There are H different cluster heads requests

offload traffic to PPp (PP p). To address heav-
ily loaded PPp , Equation (6) shows that PPp’s
receiving traffic M LB

p � .LHL � Lp/ � M .
Then, PPp calculates its receiving traffic threshold
M thr
p as

Lp C
M LB
p

M
� LHL)M LB

p � .LHL �Lp/�M

)M thr
p D .LHL �Lp/�M

(6)

where LHL is the threshold of heavy load, Lp is
the actual load of PPp and M is the total number
of subcarriers in each cell. Equation (6) shows that
PPp’s subcarriers for shifted users cannot exceed
M thr
p to avoid heavily loaded PPp . Then, RLRM

pre-allocates these M thr
p subcarriers to each clus-

ter head.
These H cluster heads consist of BSh and

BSj .j 2 f1; 2: : :H g; j ¤ h/. Therefore, PPp
pre-allocates these M thr

p subcarriers into two parts:
the LB subcarriers for receiving traffic from BSh

t

Inter-cluster cooperation:
Relative load response model

Intra-cluster cooperation:
Traffic offloading

optimisation algorithm

Actual load Relative load Rp,h

Traffic shifting
request

Relative load Rp,j

Shifting traffic calculation

HOoff (h,n)

Head BS jNon-public
Partner n

Relative load response model

Actual load

Non-public
Partner e

Head BS h Public Partner p

HOoff (h,p) HOoff (j,p) HOoff (j,e)

Shifting traffic calculation

Traffic shifting
request

Traffic shifting
request

Traffic shifting
request

Figure 4. Process of cooperative traffic shifting.
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as M LB
p;h

and the LB subcarriers for receiving

traffic from BSj .j 2 f1: : :H g; j ¤ h/

as
PH
jD1;j¤hM

LB
p;j . PPp pre-allocates more

idle subcarriers to a higher-loaded cluster head.
Hence, M LB

p;h
is based on BSh’s actual load

Lh, using

M LB
p;h DM

thr
p �

Lh

LhC
PH
MjD1; Mj¤h

L Mj

D
Lh �M � .LHL �Lp/

LhC
PH
MjD1; Mj¤h

L Mj

(7)

The shifting traffic from BSh cannot exceed
M LB
p;h

. Similarly, PPp’s LB subcarriers for BSj ,PH
jD1;j¤hM

LB
p;j is calculated on the basis of

BSj ’s actual load Lj , using

HX
jD1
j¤h

M LB
p;j D

HX
jD1
j¤h

M thr
p �Lj

LhC
PH
MjD1; Mj¤h

L Mj

D

HX
jD1
j¤h

Lj �M � .LHL �Lp/

LhC
PH
MjD1; Mj¤h

L Mj

(8)

Cluster-specific relative load
From PPp’s actual load Lp D Mp=M , Mp

subcarriers are used by PPp itself. Hence, BSh’s
shifting users cannot use both Mp and PPp’s

LB subcarriers for BSj ’s traffic
PH
jD1;j¤hM

LB
p;j .

Therefore, PPp calculates its cluster-specific rel-
ative load towards BSh as Rp;h, by using
Equation (9a). In Equation (9b), the relative load is
converted to a discrete value by the quantization step
Qs and the Floor-function [27], for example, Rph 2

f0; 0:1: : :0:99; 1:0g under Qs D 0:01. Finally, PPp
informs BSh with Rp;h as the response.

Rp;h(

 XH
jD1
j¤h

M LB
p;j =M

!
CLp (9a)

)Rp;h DQs � Floor

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:

2
664
HX
jD1
j¤h

Lj .LHL �Lp/�
LhC

PH
MjD1; Mj¤h

L Mj

� CLp
3
775 1

Qs
C 0:5

9>>=
>>; (9b)

Rp;h reflects PPp’s traffic shifting capability
towards BSh. The capability is decided by both
PPp’s idle spectrum and all clusters’ traffic shifting
requests. After the relative load response, each clus-
ter head can estimate its maximum shifting traffic to
PPp and set the shifting traffic constraint, to shift an

Figure 5. Cluster model of BSh.

appropriate amount of traffic. In addition, the rela-
tive load of the PP is always higher than its actual
load, and hence, the cluster head can shift more
traffic to other NPs and less traffic to the PP. There-
fore, RLRM assists the PP to coordinate multiple
clusters’ traffic shifting and address the heavily
loaded PP.

4.2. Intra-cluster cooperation: traffic
offloading optimisation algorithm

After the load report stage, different LB schemes have dif-
ferent load reduction objectives for the cluster head BSh
[6–18]. For example, some schemes try to reduce the hot-
spot cell’s load to the lightly loaded threshold, whereas
some other schemes try to reduce the load to its neigh-
bouring cells’ average load. To design an LB scheme to
meet different load reduction requirements, this paper does
not pre-define the load reduction value/threshold. Instead,
the proposed scheme assumes that BSh tries to release
4Mh subcarriers, which has different values according to
different LB objectives.

Figure 5 shows the cluster model of BSh introduced in
Section 2. This paper assumes that BSh hasN NPs denoted
as NPnn 2 f1::N g and P PPs denoted as PPpp 2 f1::P g.
Because BSh tries to offload 4Mh traffic to its partners,
its load reduction �Lh D �Mh=M . This will increase its

partners’ load and call blocking probability. In this paper,
the load and call blocking probability of BSh’s partners are
listed as follows:

� Initial load: L1: : :Ln: : :LN of NPs; R1;h: : :Rp;h: : :
RP;h of PPs;
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� Load after receiving BSh traffic: QL1:: QLn:: QLN of NPs;
QR1;h:: QRp;h:: QRP;h of PPs;

� Call blocking probability after receiving BSh traffic:
QB1: : : QBn: : : QBN of NPs; QR1;h: : : QRp;h: : : QRP;h of PPs.

Therefore, the traffic offloading optimisation algorithm
aims at controlling BSh’s shifting traffic to each part-
ner, to minimise these partners’ average call blocking
probability.

(1) Optimisation objective: minimise partners’ average
call blocking probability

After receiving traffic from BSh, PP p’s relative
load is denoted as QRp;h, which equals the sum of its
relative load Rp;h and BSh’s shifting traffic; after
traffic shifting, NPn’s actual load is denoted as QLn,
which equals the sum of its actual load Ln and
BSh’s shifting traffic. Therefore, under the cluster
head’s load reduction 4Lh, all partners’ total load
is expressed as

QLall
pars D�LhC

XN

nD1
LnC

XP

pD1
Rp;h

D
XN

nD1
QLnC

XP

pD1
QRp;h

(10)

The Erlang loss model is widely used to evaluate
the grade of service in wireless networks [23,24].
After receiving traffic from BSh, the call block-
ing probability of NPn and PPp are calculated
on the basis of the Erlang loss model, as QBn in
Equation (11) and QBp;h in Equation (12), respec-
tively.

QBn D

�
QLn �M

�M
=MŠPM

kD0

�
QLn �M

�k
=kŠ

n 2 f1: : ::N g

(11)

QBp;h D

�
QRp;h �M

�M
=MŠPM

kD0

�
QRp;h �M

�k
=kŠ

p 2 f1: : ::P g

(12)
Under BSh’s load reduction 4Lh, the optimi-

sation objective of minimising its partners’ aver-
age call blocking probability QBpars is formulated as
Equations (13)–(16).

MIN
QLn; QRp;h

QBparsD MIN
QLn; QRp;h

PN
nD1

QBn QLnC
PP
pD1

QBp;h QRp;h

QLall
pars

(13)

Subject to QLall
pars�

XN

nD1
QLn �

XP

pD1
QRp;h D 0

(14)

QLn>Ln) QLn �Ln > 0 n 2 f1: : :N g

(15)

QRp;h >Rp;h) QRp;h�Rp;h

> 0 p 2 f1: : :P g (16)

The total load constraint of Equation (14) is derived
from Equation (10). Because each NP receives traf-
fic from the cluster head, this will increase the
actual load of each NP, and this constraint is
depicted as Equation (15). Similarly, the shifting
traffic from the cluster head will increase the rela-
tive load of each PP, and this constraint is depicted
as Equation (16).

(2) Optimisation method
To minimise QBpars, this paper uses the Lagrange

multiplier method and KKT conditions [28]. The
Lagrange multiplier � is introduced for the con-
straint of Equation (14). In addition, the Lagrange
multiplier vectors E! D f!1; !2: : :!N g and E� D
f�1; �2: : :�pg are introduced for the constraints of
Equations (15) and (16), respectively.
(a) First, the objective formulated in Equations

(13)–(16) is defined as the Lagrangian function

F
�
QLn; QRp;h

�

D

PN
nD1

QBn QLnC
PP
pD1

QBp;h QRp;h

QLall
pars

� �

0
@ QLall

pars �

NX
nD1

QLn �

PX
pD1

QRp;h

1
A

�

NX
nD1

!n �
�
QLn �Ln

�

�

PX
pD1

�p �
�
QRp;h �Rp;h

�
(17)

where QBn and QBp;h are the functions of vari-
able QLn and QRp;h, respectively, as shown in
Equations (11) and (12).

According to the KKT conditions, for n 2

f1; 2: : :N g, there is!n�
�
QLn �Ln

�
D 0. Mean-

while, Equation (15) shows QLn � Ln > 0.
Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier !n D 0

when nD 1; 2: : :N .
Similarly, the KKT conditions require �p ��
QRp;h �Rp;h

�
D 0, and Equation (16) has

the constraint QRp;h � Rp;h > 0. Therefore,
the Lagrange multiplier �p D 0 when p D
1; 2: : :P .

For the Lagrange multiplier �, Equation (14)

shows QLall
pars�

PN
nD1

QLn�
PP
pD1

QRp;h D 0. If

� is zero, these multipliers will lose their impact
on the constraints. Therefore, �¤ 0.
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(b) Second, the partial derivative @F

@ QLn
n 2 f1: : :N g

and @F

@ QRp;h
p 2 f1: : :P g are given by

Equations (18) and (19).

@F

@ QLn
D
@
�
QBn � QLn

�
@ QLn

1

QLall
pars

� �

@

0
B@ QLall

pars �
QLn �

NP
NnD1
Nn¤n

QL Nn �
PP
NpD1

QR Np;h

1
CA

@ QLn

� 0� 0D
.M C 1/ QBn
QLall

pars

�

MP
kD0

�
QLn �M

�k
� k=kŠ

MP
kD0

�
QLn �M

�k
=kŠ

QBn
QLall

pars

C �

(18)

@F

@ QRp;h
D
.M C 1/ QBp;h
QLall

pars

�

PM
kD0

�
QRp;h �M

�k
� k=kŠPM

kD0

�
QRp;h �M

�k
=kŠ

QBp;h
QLall

pars

C �

(19)

where QBn function and QBp;h function refer to
Equations (11) and (12), respectively. Hence,
Equation (20) is constructed to obtain the solu-

tion of @F

@ QLn
n 2 f1: : :N g and @F

@ QRp;h
p 2

f1: : :P g.

(20)

(c) Third, after solving the previous Equation (20),
� can be obtained as Equation (21), and QLn and
QRp;h can be obtained as Equation (22).

�D

�PN
nD1
QLnC

PP
pD1
QRp;h

NCP
�M

�M,
MŠ

�PN
nD1
QLnC

PP
pD1

QRp;h

�

�

MP
kD0

 PN
nD1

QLnC
PP
pD1

QRp;h

NCP �M

!k
�Œk�.MC1/�

kŠ"PM
kD0

�PN
nD1
QLnC

PP
pD1
QRp;h

NCP
�M

�k,
kŠ

#2

(21)

8̂̂̂
<
ˆ̂̂:
QLnD

PN
MnD1
QL MnC

PP
MpD1
QR Mp;h

N CP
n 2 f1: : :N g

QRp;hD

PN
MnD1
QL MnC

PP
MpD1
QR Mp;h

N CP
p 2 f1: : :P g

(22)

The value of
PN
nD1

QLnC
PP
pD1

QRp;h
NCP

is equal
to the average load of BSh’s partners after
receiving traffic. This paper defines

QLpars D

PN
nD1

QLnC
PP
pD1

QRp;h
NCP

.
(d) Solution of minimising partners’ average call

blocking probability
According to the theoretical analysis from

Equation (13) to Equation (22), Equation (22)
is the solution of the optimisation objec-
tive of minimising partners’ average call
blocking probability, which is presented in
Equations (13)–(16). Equation (22) means that
each PP’s relative load and NP’s actual load
reach the same load. Namely, QL1 D : : : D
QLn D : : :D QRp;h D : : :D QRP;h D QLpars.

From the previous analysis, the partners’
average call blocking probability is minimised
when the cluster head shifts its traffic until
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Figure 6. Illustration of the solution of minimising partners’ average call blocking probability.

each PP’s relative load and each NP’s actual
load become equal. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.

Furthermore, under the cluster head BSh’s
shifting load4Lh, its partners’ theoretical min-
imal call blocking probability QBmin

pars is

QBpars D

NP
nD1

QLn QBnC
PP
pD1

QRp;h QBp;h

QLall
pars

QLn; QRp;hD

�LhC
NP
nD1

LnC
PP
pD1

Rp;h

NCP

)

QBmin
pars D

�
�LhC

PN
nD1 LnC

PP
pD1 Rp;h

NCP
M

	M,
M

MP
kD0

�
�LhC

PN
nD1 LnC

PP
pD1 Rp;h

NCP
M

	k,
kŠ

(23)

(3) Intra-cluster shifting traffic calculation
On the basis of the solution of minimising part-

ners’ average call blocking probability, this work
designs the shifting traffic calculation formula.
After receiving the traffic of�Mh .�Mh D�Lh�
M/, the average load of BSh’s partners QLpars is

QLpars D

PN
nD1

QLnC
PP
pD1

QRp;h

N CP

D

�Mh
M
C

NP
nD1

LnC
PP
pD1

Rp;h

N CP

D

�LhC
NP
pD1

Lp C
PP
pD1

Rp;h

N CP
(24)

whereLn is NPn’s actual load before traffic shifting
and Rp;h is PPp’s relative load towards BSh before
traffic shifting.

(a) Shifting traffic to PPp
To save the signalling load of cell-to-cell

communication [2,26], PPp does not inform

BSh with M LB
p;h

�
M LB
p;h

is PPp ’s LB sub-

carriers for BSh as discussed in Section 4.1
�

.

Hence, BSh estimates M LB
p;h

according to the
relative loadRp;h. Formula (9) shows that PPp
allocates Rp;h �M subcarriers to both cluster
head BSj ’s shifting traffic and PPp’s serv-
ing users. Meanwhile, PPp’s actual load can-
not exceed the heavily loaded threshold LHL.
Hence, BSh estimates M LB

p;h
as

M LB
p;h � LHL �M �Rp;h �M (25)

This paper defines the shifting traffic from
BSh to PPp as4Mh;p .4Mh;p cannot exceed
M LB
p;h

to avoid PPp being heavily loaded, as
shown in Equation (27). On the basis of the
solution of minimising partners’ average call
blocking probability discussed previously, PPp
should receive BSh’s traffic until its relative
load Rp;h reaches QLpars. Hence, BSh uses
Equations (26) and (27) to calculate4Mh;p .

�Mh;p D
�
QLpars �Rp;h

�
�M p 2 f1: : :P g

(26)

Subject to �Mh;p�M
LB
p;h � .LHL�Rp;h/�M

(27)
(b) Shifting traffic to NPn

To reach QLpars, the shifting traffic from
BSh to NPn, 4Mh;n is calculated using
Equations (28) and (29). The constraint of
Equation (29) guarantees that the shifting traffic
4Mh;n is less than NPn’s receiving traffic
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threshold, to avoid the NP being heavily loaded
(similar to Equation (6)).

�Mh;n D
�
QLpars �Ln

�
�M n 2 f1: : :N g

(28)

Subject to �Mh;n � .LHL�Ln/�M (29)

(4) Cell-specific handover offset adjustments
On the basis of the required shifting traffic, BSh

offloads relevant users to Partner s (Partner s can
be public partner or non-public partner in BSh’s
cluster), by adjusting the cell-specific HOoff .h; s/.
Then, Uk in BSh will be offloaded to Partner s, if
its RSRPk;h from BSh and RSRPk;s from Partner s
meet the handover condition (30) [9,29]:

RSRPk;s CHOoff .h; s/ > RSRPk;hCHOhys (30)

where HOhys is the handover hysteresis needed to
tackle the ping-pong handover (where a user is
handed over to a partner and then it is handed back
to the cluster head). The simulator in Section 5 sets
HOhys D 2 db [30]. Because of users random chan-
nel condition, BSh adjusts HOoff .h; s/with the step-
size � .HOoff .h; s/ D HOoff .h; s/ C �/ to offload
users, until the number of their released subcarriers

reaches the required shifting traffic or HOoff .h; s/

reaches the maximum handover offset HOmax
off .

4.3. Signalling load and complexity

This subsection analyses the signalling load of coopera-
tive traffic shifting from its process shown in Figure 4. In
the inter-cluster cooperation, RLRM requires to exchange
the actual load or relative load between cells. In the intra-
cluster cooperation, each cluster head calculates the shift-
ing traffic on the basis of the actual load/relative load,
which was obtained in the inter-cluster cooperation. Mean-
while, a cluster head estimates the PP’s LB subcarriers
on the basis of the relative load without extra information
exchanges.

In the inter-cluster cooperation, the complexity of
RLRM is H � O.H2/ to calculate PPp’s relative load/s
towards H different cluster heads. In the intra-cluster
cooperation, the complexity of calculating the average load
of BSh’s partners is O.N C P /, and the complexity of

calculating the shifting traffic/s of P PPs and N NPs is
2�P �O.1/C2�N �O.1/. Hence, the complexity of the
intra-cluster cooperation isO.NCP /C.2NC2P /�O.1/.
Because few schemes consider the coordination of mul-
tiple hot-spot BSs, RLRM consumes requires extra com-
plexity for PP than MLB schemes without coordination
mechanism. The complexity of intra-cluster cooperation is
similar with that in [8,9], which is 3P �O.1/C3N �O.1/
under P PPs and N NPs.

5. SIMULATIONS

To evaluate the proposed scheme, a downlink system-level
OFDMA simulator is designed on the basis of [3,9,25], for
which the key parameters are shown in Table I. The simu-
lator generates three hot-spot areas, including 13 hot-spot
cells, as shown in Figure 7.

The cluster-based cooperative LB scheme includes user-
vote-assisted clustering algorithm and cooperative traffic
shifting algorithm. They are analysed in Sections 5.1 and
5.2, respectively.

5.1. User-vote-assisted clustering

Section 5.1 simulates the proposed user-vote-assisted clus-
tering algorithm. Meanwhile, in its traffic shifting stage,
Section 5.1 refers the principle in [8] to adjust HOoff
between the cluster head and each partner in its cluster, as
shown in Equations (31a) and (31b). Then, cluster head’s
edge users will shift to partners.

For PP p p 2 f1: : :P g W HOoff .h; p/D f .Lh �Lp/) .Lh �Lp/�HOmax
off (31a)

For NP n n 2 f1: : :N g W HOoff .h; n/D f .Lh �Ln/) .Lh �Ln/�HOmax
off (31b)

where Lp and Ln are the actual load of PPp and NPn,
respectively; Lh is the actual load of BShI and HOmax

off is
the maximum handover offset.
First, Figure 8 evaluates the performance of the proposed
user-vote-assisted clustering algorithm in dealing with the
virtual partner problem. The maximum number of part-
ner in each cluster is set to one. The load-based clustering
algorithm, which selects partner on the basis of the neigh-
bouring cell’s load, is simulated for comparison. Specifi-
cally, in load-based clustering algorithm, the cluster head
selects one lowest load neighbouring cell as partner, and
then, the cluster head adjusts its HOoff with this partner
on the basis of their actual load difference, as shown in
Equations (31a) and (31b).

Call blocking probability is a widely used LB perfor-
mance indicator [6–9] because the more balanced load is
reached, the more readily new call users can achieve access
to the hot-spot cell. The proposed algorithm has lower
call blocking probability than a load-based clustering algo-
rithm. In Figure 8, the proposed algorithm further reduces
blocking probability by nearly 1%, compared with the
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Table I. Simulator parameters.

Parameter Value

Subcarrier and total band Subcarrier: 15 KHz; Total: 5 MHz
Frequency 2 GHz
Inter-site distance 500 m
Log-normal shadow fading Standard deviation: 8 dB
Downlink path-loss model 37:6 lg .r/C 128:1; r-km

Antenna pattern
A.�/D�minf12.�=�3 dB/

2;Amg

�3 dB D 70°;Am D 20 dB
Antenna gain 14 dBi
Total BS transmit power 43 dBm
User mobility Speed 5 m/s, random direction
Scheduler Max C/I
Physical Resource Blocks (PRB) Total 25 PRB (12 subcarriers per PRB)
Qstep 0.1 (Equation (2))
Qs 0.01 (Equation (9b))
Tcrit 5000 ms
Load measurement period 400 ms (Section 2)
Traffic model Constant 64 kbps/user; users Poisson arrive
Handover execution time 250 ms
Maximum HOoff HOmax

off 9 dB
Handover time-to-trigger 320 ms
HOoff adjustments step-size 1 dB (Section 4.2)

BS, base station.

Figure 7. Cellular layout and three hot-spot areas (unit: meter).

load-based clustering algorithm. Therefore, the user-vote-
assisted clustering algorithm outperforms the conventional
load-based clustering algorithm because it can address the
virtual partner problem.

Figure 9 further evaluates the user-vote-assisted cluster-
ing algorithm by studying the networks overall call block-
ing probability under different cluster sizes. The proposed
algorithm can select the highest priority partner to shift
traffic most effectively. The blocking probability can be
further reduced if more high priority neighbouring cells

Figure 8. User-vote model effect on overall call blocking proba-
bility (one partner).

are chosen as partners, but the reduction is slight when the
number of partners in each cluster goes beyond two.

The traffic shifting stage requires HOoff adjustments and
frequent LB-related information exchanges [2]. Figure 10
compares the number of HOoff adjustments in the user-vote
two-partner cluster and that in the typical MLB scheme
of [8]. The ratio of number of HOoff adjustments is

equal to
Number of HOoff adjustments in user-vote two-partner cluster

Number of HOoff adjustments in typical MLB [8] .
The number of HOoff adjustments in our proposed user-
vote two-partner cluster is much less than the MLB scheme
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Figure 9. Effect of cluster size on overall blocking probability.

Figure 10. Ratio of number of HOoff adjustments.

of [8]. For example, the two-partner cluster can reduce up
to 60% HOoff adjustments. From Figures 9 and 10, the
proposed algorithm shows that the two best partners can
reach a similar LB performance as choosing three or more
partners. In addition, a two-partner cluster can reduce the
unnecessary HOoff adjustments. On the basis of this, we
can conclude that the appropriate cluster size is to have one
cluster head with two partners.

In summary, Figures 8–10 demonstrate that the proposed
clustering algorithm can deal with the virtual partner prob-
lem. They also show that selecting a small number of part-
ners (two partners) reaches a good LB performance and
improves the clustering efficiency.

5.2. Cooperative traffic shifting

From Figure 7 and 9, Table II shows that 13 cluster
heads employ user-vote-assisted clustering algorithm to

Figure 11. Public partners’ average load comparison.

select their two best neighbouring cells as partners. Then,
there are eight PPs denoted by *. This subsection eval-
uates the cooperative traffic shifting, including its two
key mechanisms: (i) inter-cluster cooperation: RLRM; (ii)
intra-cluster cooperation: traffic offloading optimisation.

First, to evaluate the proposed RLRM in address-
ing the aggravating load problem, the load increment
estimation-based MLB scheme and the actual-load-based
MLB scheme are simulated under the same clusters struc-
ture of Table II. (MLB schemes, such as [8–12,16], do not
analyse the coordination of multiple hot-spot cells’ shifting
traffic to a PP, and in these schemes, the PP does not report
its relative load). Figure 11 shows the average load of PPs
after traffic shifting. The actual-load-based MLB scheme
results in many heavily loaded PPs. The average load of
PPs in the load increment estimation-based MLB scheme is
lower than that in the actual-load-based MLB scheme. But
the load increment estimation-based MLB may still result
in heavily loaded PP because a hot-spot cell cannot con-
trol other cells’ shifting traffic to the PP. While using the
cluster-based cooperative LB scheme, the average load of
PPs is always lower than the threshold of heavy load LHL.
This is because the relative load coordinates multiple clus-
ters’ traffic shifting requests and the partner’s idle spectrum
available.

Figure 12 depicts the average load of cluster heads after
traffic shifting. This evaluates RLRM performance in using
the PP’s idle spectrum to reduce multiple cluster heads’
load. The autonomic MLB scheme [13] is simulated for
comparison. As discussed in Section 1, the autonomic
MLB module is equipped in each cell to control the traf-
fic shifting, and a lightly loaded cell can share the load
of only one cluster head at a time; thus, it can address
the appearance of a PP. The proposed scheme has a better
capability to reduce cluster heads’ load than the autonomic
MLB scheme. For example, our scheme can further reduce
nearly 10% load, under scenarios with 500 to 900 users.
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Table II. Partner selection in each cluster.

Cluster head Partner Cluster head Partner Cluster head Partner

Cell4 Cell9 *Cell18 Cell25 *Cell14 *Cell42 Cell32 *Cell28 *Cell48
Cell5 Cell1 *Cell18 Cell26 *Cell22 *Cell42 Cell33 *Cell28 Cell17
Cell8 Cell21 *Cell18 Cell27 *Cell14 *Cell22 Cell43 *Cell48 *Cell57
Cell20 Cell19 Cell36 Cell31 Cell35 *Cell48 Cell44 *Cell40 *Cell57

Cell45 *Cell40 *Cell28

*Public partner.

Figure 12. Average load of cluster heads comparison.

Figure 13. Average call blocking probability of each cluster
head’s partners.

This is because RLRM allows the appearance of PP and
RLRM efficiently pre-allocates the PP’s idle spectrum to
each cluster head, thus balancing the load without creating
a heavily loaded PP.

Finally, this paper evaluates the proposed traffic offload-
ing optimisation algorithm performance as compared with
the load difference-based traffic shifting scheme. Figure 13
shows the average call blocking probability of each clus-
ter head’s partners after receiving traffic, with 900 users in

the networks. The proposed cluster-based cooperative LB
scheme has much lower call blocking probability than that
in the load difference-based traffic shifting scheme.

Load difference-based traffic shifting scheme

introduction

As introduced in Section 4.2, the cluster head BSh tries
to release 4Mh subcarriers, which is flexible according
to different LB objectives. This simulator assumes that
BSh’s LB objective L�

h
equals the average load of its

cluster, namely L�
h
D
�
LhC

PN
nD1LnC

PP
pD1Rp;h

�
=

.1 C N C P /. Therefore, BSh’s load reduction �Lh
equals Lh �L

�
h

. BSh’s releasing subcarriers �Mh can be
expressed as

�Mh DM ��Lh

DM �

 
Lh �

LhC
PN
nD1 LnC

PP
pD1Rp;h

1CN CP

!

(32)

Under the condition of releasing 4Mh subcarriers, the
proposed relative load-based traffic shifting calculation
mechanism refers to Section 4.2.

Because the traffic shifting direction is from a hot-spot
cell to each partner, MLB schemes in [8–10,12] calculate
the shifting traffic and adjust HOoff between the hot-spot
cell and each partner on the basis of their load difference.
However, the simulation comparison cannot directly use
the equations in these load difference schemes [8–10,12]. It
is because their equations cannot ensure a pre-defined over-
all load reduction 4Lh of the cluster head, under two or
more partners (Equation (31) shows that the shifting traf-
fic and HOoff function have no constraint of cluster head’s
overall load reduction).

The simulation tries to avoid the cluster head having dif-
ferent load reduction objectives, in the conventional ‘load
difference’ scheme and our ‘cluster-based cooperative LB’
scheme. Hence, this paper follows the load difference prin-
ciple and designs the ‘load difference-based traffic shifting’
scheme, in which the cluster head always has a certain
overall load reduction 4Lh under different numbers of
partners. In this scheme, for a particular partner, the shift-
ing traffic 4Mh;p or 4Mh;n is based on the actual load
between BSh and this partner as follows:
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� Shifting traffic from BSh to PPp p 2 f1: : :P g W

�Mh;p D
.Lh�Lp/PP

MpD1 .Lh�L Mp/C
PN
MnD1 .Lh�L Mn/

��Mh

� Shifting traffic from BSh to NPn n 2 f1: : :N g W

�Mh;n D
.Lh�Ln/PP

MpD1 .Lh�L Mp/C
PN
MnD1 .Lh�L Mn/

��Mh

where Lh is the actual load of the cluster head and Lp
and Ln are the actual load of PPp and NPn, respectively.
4Mh is BSh’s total releasing subcarriers calculated in
Equation (32). In addition, the two schemes in Figure 13
have the same cluster structure as shown in Table II.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a self-organising cluster-based
cooperative LB scheme for OFDMA cellular networks.
In the clustering stage, the hot-spot cell employs a user-
vote model, which considers the user’s channel condition,
for selecting suitable partners to provide good service for
shifting users. Simulation results show that the user-vote-
assisted clustering can address the virtual partner problem.
It also can select two best partner cells to efficiently bal-
ance the load. After cell clustering, this paper develops
a new cooperative traffic shifting algorithm that involves
inter-cluster cooperation and intra-cluster cooperation. In
the inter-cluster cooperation, the PP employs the RLRM
to coordinate the traffic shifting requests from multiple
clusters to address the aggravating load problem. In the
intra-cluster cooperation, the traffic offloading optimisa-
tion algorithm minimises the partners’ average call block-
ing probability in each cluster. Simulation results show that
the proposed scheme can keep the PP’s load lower than the
heavily loaded threshold. The scheme also achieves part-
ners’ average call blocking probability reduction than the
load difference-based traffic shifting scheme.

APPENDIX A

A1. The analysis of �=4 (in user-vote model
of Equation (2))

In Equation (2), Uk (User k) tries to set an appropriate
SINRk;h=� to identify cell edge user and to calculate its
vote towards neighbouring BSi . Hence, the 3 dB cell edge
user identification criterion of [31] is used, as

.RSRPk;h/dB�.RSRPk;i /dB � 3 dB)
.RSRPk;h/linear

.RSRPk;i /linear
�2

(A1)

where RSRPk;h is from its serving BSh, and RSRPk;i is
from neighbouring BSi . The 3 dB denotes that their RSRP
ratio is two times in linear format. Then, we analyse its
SINR relationship. The RSRP and SINR in Equations (A2)

and (A3) are in the linear format.

SINRk;h �
RSRPk;h

RSRPk;i C
PI
NiD1;Ni¤i

RSRPk;Ni

D
2� RSRPk;i

0:5� RSRPk;hC
PI
NiD1;Ni¤i

RSRPk;Ni
(A2)

� 4�
RSRPk;i

RSRPk;hC
PI
NiD1;Ni¤i

RSRPk;Ni
D 4� SINRest

k;i

(A3)
where SINRk;h is Uk’s serving SINR from BSh and
SINRest

k;i
is Uk’s SINR estimation towards BSi .

Equation (A2) sets ‘�’ because RSRPk;i C
PI
NiD1;Ni¤i

RSRPk;Ni is the theoretical heaviest overall interference of
SINRk;h. In Equation (A3), ‘�’ denotes approximately
because if Uk is shifted, RSRPk;h from the cluster head
becomes the heaviest interference, compared with RSRPk;Ni
from other neighbouring BSs. Therefore, � D 4 is a
suitable value in the user-vote model to calculate vote.
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